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I. TEE FR:0=s 	THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S REVIEW  
OF T 	OLESTIcA I,. 1  TS PU3L2SHED DY TEE EOUSE SELECT  
COY:=ES ON AS2:;ASSin::,TIONS  

1, The analyses of acoustical evidence by Bolt 
Beranek and Newman, Inc., Mark R. Weiss, and 
Ernest Aschkenasy did not scientifically prove 
that a gunshot was fired by a second gunman from 
the grassy knoll area of Dealey Plaza durinu the 
assassination of President Kennedy on Novem.ber 22, 
1963. Therefore, the House Select Committee on 
Assassination's finding that' "scientific acoustical 
evidence establishes a high probability that two 
gunmen fired at President John F. Kennedy' is invalid. 

The analyse of acoustical evidence by Bolt Beranek 
and Newman, Inc., Mark R. Weiss, and Ernest Aschkenasy 
did not scientifically prove that the Dictabelt 
recording of Channel 1 of the Dallas Police Department 
radio system contains the sounds-  of gunshots or any 

-other sounds originating in Dealer Plaza. during the 
assass;.nation of President Kennedy on November 22, 1953. 
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IT. 	 OF DOLT BERANEX AND NEWN, INC., REPORT ENTInED 
"PALY.;TS Ot RECORDED SO= RELATING  TO THE ASEASSINAT7ON 

OF P'RESIDENT JOHN P. KENNEDY," DATED JANUARY 1979  

In Nay, 1978, the House Select Committee on Assassinations 
(the Committee) asked Bolt Beranek and Newman, Incorporated, (BBN) 
to conduct an examination of several items of evidence involved in 
the assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy in De ;ley 
Plaza, Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963. One of the items cf 
evidence was a recording made on a Dictabelt recorder which hdd 
continuously recorded Dallas Police Department (DPD) radio traffic 
on channel 1 directly before, during, and after the assassination 
of President Kennedy. During the assassination the radio of a n?:). 
motorcycle, that may have been in the Presidential motorcade, was 
thought te have been steel( in the transmitting mode for epproximately 
five mine-.:'.S. BEN was asked to analyze the recording to determine if it cc7.tal:-.:e the sounds of gunfire, and if so, how many gunshots ware 
reec: 	by the D1--D Dictabelt recorder and from what locations did 
the genehots originate. - 

n3N used a bandpass and a digital adaptive iilter to process 
the DPD channel 1 recording during the specified' five minutes, and 
then di splayed this enhanced signal in the form of a time-continuous 
waveform. -This waveform displayed fivessimnulsive noise patterns 
shought to be different from motorcycle sounds, according to BBN, and 
then the report reflects that four of these patterns appeared to be 
"similar to the expected characteristics of a shock wave and of a 
muzzle blast" of a discharged weapon. The other pattern was eliminste:S 
as a passible gunshot, according to the report, since it "was suffi-
ciently different in amplitude and duration as to have been caused by a 
different source." 

The EBN report states that a discharge from a rifle firing a 
supersonic bullet creates two sources of impulsive sound - the muzzle 
blast and the shock wave of the projectile as it travels faster than 
the speed of sound. These two sounds plus the proceeding echoes of 
these sounds reflecting and diffracting off surfaces, such as the 
sides cf buildings"7-t4 ground, and automobiles, result in a particular 
echo pattern of sound impulses. 

If a gunshot had been sensed by a DPD motorccle microphone 
then "all sound impulses arriving at the :DPD mot:crew:le] microphone 
that are loud enough to be heard over the environmental noise would be 
eransmitted over the radio connected to the microphone. In this case, 
the environmental noise consisted primarily of the very loud, 
repetitive noise made by the engine of a moving motorcycle..." 



"The loudest sound, impulses from gunfire are considerably lceder than the loudness of speech, for which the (DPD) radio was 
designed to operate. These loud impulses overdrive the radio cir-
cuitry. Because of the limiting circuits in the radio transmitter, 
very loud sounds are recorded in distorted fashion and aopear as 
much weaker signals than they really are..." 

Oefter the sounds that are picked up at the microphone 
had been eeaneitted to the DPD radio receiver, the output of the receiver -;Js recorded on a Dictapelt recorder. The circuitry of 
the receiver and the characteristics of the recorder also affected 
the transmitted signals. The recorded loudness of the sounds trans-
mitted from the motorcycle radio with the stuck microphone were 
additionally affected somewhat by simultaneous transmissions from 
other officers in the motorcade. :en 72•1 radio receiver, such as 
the one in DPD Headquarters, receives best from the transmitting 
radio having the etrongest transmitted signal..." 

"Thus, the effects of severe environmental noise, of the 
lieting circuitry of the radio treesmitter, of simultaneous radio 
traesmissions, and of the recording characteristics of a Dictabelt 
recorder were such that any waveforms that would emerge from .n 
analysis of the tape would be severely distorted." 

Vest: performed by BEN on a radio system similar to that 
used by the DPD and depicted in Figure 10 of the BEN report showed 
eensidereble distortion of loud impalsive sounds, such as gunshots, 
which resulted in elimination of imsulse peaks, changing the position 
of peaks, and even producing new peaks where nc impulse peaks 
previously existed. 

Preliminary tests by BEN determined that the four chosen 
impulse patterns occurred at approximately the same time as the 
known gunshots in Dealey Plaza, that no other sufficiently 
characteristic patterns were located in the pertinent five-minute 
segment, that the time span between the first and fourth patterns 
did not contradict photographic evidence concerning the timing of 
the first and last gunshots, that the distorted patterns approximated 
test patterns of gunshots, and that the amplitudes of the impulse 
patterns were in -Me ame range as test gunshots. 

On August 20, 1976, BBN fired a total of 12 test gunshots 
with weapons located only in the Texas School Book Deppeetory (TSBD) 
and on the grassy knoll area in Dealcv Plaza. Using 16 microphones 
located 18 feat apart on Eouston and Elm Streets in Dealey Plaza, 
BEN recorded these test gunshot blasts in an effort to reconstrunt 
acoustically the impulse patterns recorded by the DPD radio systest 
during the assassination of Presidene Kennedy. Even though few 
physical changes had been made in Dealey Plaza since 1963, Producing 
comparable teet patterns was very difficult since the impulse 
patterns on the DPD recording were like "badly smudged 'fingernrints.,1' 
due to the noisy environment in the vieinity of the transmitting DP-0 radio microphone, the poor Quality of the DPD recording system, and a member of other problems. 



Using the 12 different test gunshots from the '2331) and the erassy knoll and the 36 different microohone looations used by Ss::, a total of 432 gunshot patterns ware recorded (12x36=432). These 432 test gunshot patterns were then compared to the impulse patterns isolated on the channel 1 DPD recording using the statistical analysis technique of binary correlation. "The.-  b:naey correlation coefficient of two sequences is a number that is eeectly 1.0 if the sequences are identical and that raeidly approaches zero as they grow more dissimilar." This cemoarison provided a total of 15 matches with a correlation coefficient equal to or exceeding 0.6; however, tne expected average number of false matches for such a comparison was 13, due to random noise impulses present throughout the DPD tape. 

SBN then stated that at least six of. the 15 correlations were false matches, because one gunshot would have bean fired at the v.rong target, one would have occurred only 1.03 seconds after earlier correlations which is too fast a firing rate for the tested rifle, three would have required a motorcycle with the open :oicro-phoee to travel at 16 mph, and one would have required the motorcycle to travel at 55 mph. The motorcade was thoUght to have been traveling at aeoroximately 11 mph. The remaining nine correlations sufficiently matched the four designated impulse patterns on the DPD recording to show m DPD microphone location varying between 120 and 160 feet behield the Preeidentiel limousine. Further, the BBN analysis found that the four impulse-  patterns may have been gunshots fired as follows: 

"1. time 0.0 sec - one shot from the (TSBD] 

"2. time 1.6 sec - one shot from the TSBD 
	

11 

"3. time 7.8 sec - one shot from behind the fence 
on the knoll . 	. " 

"4. time 8.3 sec - one snot from the TSBD . • • 

The BBN conclusions were presented in oral testimony to the Committee on September 117  1970, reflecting that the radio on a DPD motorcycle in the Presidential motorcade had received and transmitted the four specifies impulsesounds, and that each of these impulse sounds was possibly a 4unshot. Due to the false matches produced by -the binary correlation detector at a "50%" rate per match, the probabilities, according to BD.N, that a gunshot occurred at the four tiees are: 

"Shot 1. 88% based on three matches 
Shot 2. 88% based on three matches 
Shot 3. 501 based on one match 
Shot 4. 75% based on two matches." • 

Iv 
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BBN stated that the Probability that all four gunshots 
occurred is only 29%. 

The final findings of the BBN analysis, which also .in-
clud2s a review of the work of Weiss and Aschkenasy (summarized 
in Section III) are: 

1. The impulse patterns or. channel 1 of the DI'D radio 
system recording probably include the sounds of four 
gunshots fired in Dealey Plaza on Novembcr 22, 196L. 

2. The impulse patterns wens received and transmitted 
by a radio mounted on a DPD motorcycle in the Presidential 
motorcade and the motorcycle was located from 120 to 1E0 
feat behind the Presidential limousine. 

3. "The first probable shot was fired at about 12304i 
from the TS3D . 	. [but) no conclusion can be drawn 
about whether this first acoustic disturbance was Cue to a rifle or to a sound impulse as loud as the report of a 

"The second probable shot vas fired about 1.6 sec 
a.fter the first one, also from the TSBD . . ." 

5. "The third probable shot was fired about 7.6 sec 
after the first one, and it was fired from behind the 
fence uoon the 'grassy knoll' . . . [and) the third 
shot is probably from a rifle." 

6. "The fourth probable shot was fired about 3.3 sec 
after the first one, and it was fired from the TSBD . 
[an-21 the fourth shot is probably from a rifle." 

7. "Additional police radio transmissions are inter-
mittently recorded on the tape during and after the 
last two probable shots. These transmissions contribute 
a few electrical impulses to the noise bacgroud in which 
the impu1es4of gunfire are set. However, tha3s noise 
impulses are too few in number to have a material effect 
on the accuracy by which the echo patterns of the acous-
tical reconstruction match the imo.Llsn pattern; on 'uhe 
D?D taoe." 



T T SARY Ci 	:r7 ?.1: ri.  WETSS AND 	ERN ST ASCHKEMASY'S REPORT  
i_ALYSTS 0? RECORDED SOUNDS  aELATING '20 TUE 

:.;:cATIoN OF PRESIDENT &OHN F. KENNEDY," DATED2E'7RUARY.-1979 

Cn October 24, 1978, the Committee authorizei:,  Mark R. Weiss and Ernest Asch%enesv, Department of Computer Science, 
Queens College, City University of New York, to condact an 
independent analysis or specified sounds recorded on channel 1 
of the D=D radio system. The Purpose or the analysis was to 
determine with greater accuracy whether certain sounds on the 
DPD recording were indicative of a gunshot from the grassy %.noll 
in Dealev Plaza, Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963, during the 
assassination of President Kennedy. The BBN report (sammarized in Section Ii) had reflected "that, with a probability of 53 

tne recording contains sounds of a gunshot, or at least sounds as loud as a gunshot, fired from the so-called grassy 
knoll araa of Dealey Plaza in Dallas; they were received by a microphone on a DPD motorcycle ti-rat was moving on Elm Street at a speed of about 11 mph in the same direction as the Presidential motorcade." 

To conduct their analysis, Weiss and'Ascnenasy received from the Committee high quality magnetic tape copies of the DPD recording, a h1-1 quality tape copy of the gunshot 	rec3rded by BEN 	 acoustical reconstruction tests per-` 
Dealey Plaza on August 20, 1979, a topographical sure r mao of 
Dee ley Plaza (scale: 1 inch to 10 feet), a map of Dani._y,  iaze 
(scale; 1 inch to 40 feet) with microphone locations used by ERN in their gunshot reconstruction tests, and aerial and grour7-leyel photographs of Dealey Plaza and the surrounding areas. The 
Committee also provided them with additional informatic,n 	ao 
the heights of buildings in Dealey Plaza, the distance to objects 
not shown on the naps, the location of the DPD shooter during tha 
BBN reconstruction experiment and the air temperature in Dealey Plaza at the time of the as 	and during the reconstruction experiment." 

Weiss and liAchkenasy's report reflects that during the assassination of Predident 'Kennedy the radio of a DPD :T.otorcycla, 
that may have been in the Presidential motorcade, was thought to have been stuck in the transmitting mode for awy:oxim:!.;:a, ly five 
iutes. During this five-minute interval, static:Like sounds that 
might be distorted gunshots were heard, including the impulse 
pattern that BBN had identified as having a 503 probability of 
being a gunshot or an equally loud sound in the area of the grassy knoll in Dealey Plaza. Weiss and Aschkenasy attempted to determine whether .L_.aa,,2 n- taticlika sounds represented a gunshot sound and not another type. of loud sound, whether the 	of these sounds could 
be more precisely located on the map, and whether a higher probability value could be computed. 



Their report states that "the DPD recording [being examined] contains a wide range of sounds - speech, clicks, whistles, motor noises, sirens, and even the sound of a carillon bell. Mostly the recording contains sounds generated during-normal communications on channel 1 of the DPD radio dipatching system 	At the time that the E3 analysis estimates to have been about 12:28 	a microphone on a mobile unit apparently became stuck in the 'on' position and began to transot a con-tinoous noise that is believed to be the sound of a motorcycle engine." 

Weiss and Aschkenasv state that the staticlilo- sounds on the DPD recording could be distorted gunshot soun.'.o, since the DPD radio system would have "...coo=ess[ed] the paliomnlitude of the sounds of the rm;zzle blast and of its stronc 	echoes, making toem only slightly louder then those of some of the o•:,aker echoes. Furthermore, if the microphone was on a DPD r3 •-tocle in the motorcade, most of the many very weak co_oes cf blast would have been obscured by the noise of the mot000ycle engine (which is possibly the source of the continuo'.: s nose on the DPD recording. Conseouently, the sounds of a gunOot 000ld have been recorded as a sequence of very brief 
(the muzzle blast and its loudest echoes) , only 	fo of oloh would have-been larger than the accompanying e7.. none of which would haw, sounded to the ear 	crenoots liter being distorted by the limiting circuitry of toa DPL radio :ad recording e:luipment." 

The report states that the higher impulse 55:e..s 0- the DPD recording could be generated 1-1'v  a number of souroo ino7uding misfiring of a motorcycle engine, noise produced by cli motor-cycle's ignition system, radio on-and-off clicks, scratches on the Dictabelt and electrical or mechanical disturbances in the system. vieiss and Aschkenasy, in an effort to differentiate these sounds from a gunshot, stated that "the most effective and mort reliable' characteristic to determine if a sound is a gunshot is the oresenae or absence of an array of echo-delay times of the muzale blast. This array is produced since firing a gun produces a :cud imoulse sound about 5 milseqonds (5/1000 of a secon3 in length that onreads out in all diiections. This sound is then reflected and diffracted off any structures in the area, producing echoes whioh arrive at the microphone later than the direct Muzzle blast imooloa. Weiss and Aschkenasy's report states that the specified impulse pattern on the DPD recording had this array of echo delay times, thus reflecting that it was a gunshot. However, in public testimony before the Com_mittee on December 29, 1978, Weiss stated that it as "...not so much the echo pattern as the evidence of a (supersonic) shock wave' chat would characteriz a gunshot sound, and eliminate other sounds like the backfire of a motorcycle, Weiss further stated he "...cannot think of any [other sound] that might resemlpla.. the pattern he determined to be a gunshot due to the Presence of the supersonic shoch wave and the mu:ocle blest Lmoulseo. 



Weiss and Aschkenasy state in their report "if we now 
assume tnat the sound source (the gun) and the "'etener are 
located in a typical urban environment, with . 	 .andomly spaced echo-producing structures, it is possihie te ee_ ehat"the 
pattern of sounds a listener will hear will be complex and enique 
for any given nair of gun and listener locations. For example, assuming a fixed location of a listener, the echoes that he hears 
and the times at which he hears them will he related uniquely to 
the location of the gun, since for each different location of the 
gun, even though the distances from the listener to the various 
echo-producing objects are the same, the distances from these 
objects tc each gun location are different. Consequently, the 
ti.:es at which the echoes are heard will be different for each 
locetion of the gun. Similarly, assuming a fixed location of 
the gun, any change in the location of the listener will chancy the distaheas between him and the echo-producing structures, and 
thus the eieing of the pattern of sounds he hears. If she 
listener is in motion as the muzzle blast and the various echo 
sounds reach him, the times at which he hears the muzele blast and 
its echoes will be related uniquely to his location when he hears 
each sound. . . The 'listener' that we have discussed, of course, 
could be either a human ear or a microphone. 1,f a microphene receives the sounds end they are subsequently recorded, the recording beco:7ee 
a picture Ind the event;  not unlike a 'fingerprint,' that permanently characterizes the original gun and microphone locationn." 

Using the topographical map of Dealey ?laze and the BrIN 
reconstruction results •(test gunshots fired only from the TSBD and the grassy knoll), Weiss and Aschkenasy attempted to predict a 
pairing of a shooter and a microphone that would produce a 'pound pattern that would match the specified impulse pattern on the D?D 
recording. To calculate these predicted echo-delay sequenees or 
patterns of a particular shooter and micronhone location in DaeleJ Plaza, three nieces of information were needed: "(1) Which objects in Dealey Plaza would produce echoes in the region of interest on 
Elm Street for a gun fired from the vicinity of the grassy knoll[?); 
(2) how far these objects were from the locations of the gun and 
of the microphonaZfl; and (3) what was the speed of sound under the conditions for which he echo travel times were to be predicted(?]." First, a close examination of the topographical map revealed many 
of the reflecting and diffracting surfaces within Dealey Plaza. 
Second, direct measurement on the map determined the distances 
from the gun to the reflecting and diffraeting surfaces an.:: then 
to the microphone location. Third, the speed of sound was determined to he approximately 1,123 feet per second, principally by using the known air temperature near Dealey Plaza on November 22, 1953, of 
approximately 63 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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To make a comparison of Predicted echo-delay patterns 
to te specified pattern an the DPI-) recording, the error in time 
accuracy of the DPD recording had to b determined. Weiss'and 
Aschkenasy used a plus or minus 1.0 error for the speed of sou.-.d 
due to temperature variations (plus or minus 10 derees Fahrenheit) 
and a n.incs 4.0 to minus 6.01 error for speed variations on the DPD 
Dictabelt recorder, since the average speed of the recorder over a 
15-minute segment was 5.01 too slow. These two errors combined, to 
give a ma::ioum possible time error range of minus 3.0% to minus 7.0%. 
Weiss and Aschkenasy then state that since any value within this 
maximum orrar range is "...theoretically valid, it was pezmissible 
to choose the value between those limits that created the beat 
match between the impulse and [predictedl echo ssouenecs;" a mtinus 

factor "...gave the best match, and we therefore used 
that factor." 

'After numerous comparisons between the echialav times 
for the sounds or. the D?D recording and various Predicted IL.e.tterns 
for assumed motorcycle and shooter locations that 	1-:ot mach, a 
combination of rotorcycle and shooter locations was found which 
mathematically -:-Yroduced a predicted Pattern that showed strong 
similaritie3 to the pattern of impulses on the De'D tape. however, 
to datermi 	with a high level of certainty if these two sequences 
of ec:ho-dcaY tines  , which were derived from diff,:rent data, 
represent,d the same source, it was not enough to show that the 
sequences looked alike. They had to be shown to he alike in an 
objective sense, that is, by use of e. method of comparison that 
disregarded Potentially misleading annearances. Such a method 
(according to Weiss and Aschkenasy] was larovide:i by a computation 
of the binary correlation coefficient of the two sequences. The 
binary correlation coefficient of -two sequonces is a n.,,,mber that 
is exactly 1.0 if the sequences are identical and that rapidly 
app.,-oachen aaro as they grow more dissimilar. As used in this 
analysis, the binary correlation coefficient takes into account 
the number of echo-delay times in each of the sequences and the 
number or echoes that coincide. Echoes in the two :.,.noes are 
said to coincide f their delay times differ by a small amount. 
The smaller this amouht, or 'coincidence window,' can be made 
while maintaining a high binary correlation coefficient, the 
greeter will ba the probability that the DPD sequence represents 
a gunshot from the grassy knoll." 

According to Weiss and AsChkenasy, the binary correlation 
coefficient is defined as the number of echoes that coincide between 
the predicted echoes and the specified sound impulses on the1.1PD 
recorditg using the coincidence window, divided by the soua.„:- e root 
of the product of the total number' of predicted echoes and the 
total nmb.or of sound impulses. 
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Weiss and Aschlzenasy then made two cemparisons between the pattern of impulses, specified as possibly the third gunshot by BBN, and the most similar predicted echo pattern as computed on the topographical map for a particular shooter and microphone pair. The first comparison was between the DPD recorded impulses "...that were significantly louder than the average background noise [a total of 15] and those predicted echoes that would have been recorded with comparable loudness" (a total of 13). Eleven of the recorded impulses and predicted echoes matched (with "impulse peaks that [were] less than one millisecond apart considered to be part of the same impulse"), which produced a binary correlation coefficient of 0.79 (11 divided by the square root of [L3 x 15]). "In the other comparison, the delay times of all the recorded sounds [16) and of all of the prediested echoes [12;, up to a total delay of 50 milliseconds from the mule blast, were comnared." Eleven of the echoes and impulses matehed, which produced a binary correlation coefficient of 0.75 (11 divided by the squaw root cf [12 x 13]). 

"In both of the comparisons deeesibet above, the coin-cidence window was set at Plus or minus 1 millisecond. That is, a meesured eaho-deley time and a predicted ene,were said to coincide only if they were no more than 1 millisecond apart.. For Lequenees that correlated at levels greater than 0.7 with a coincides 	window of plus or minus 1 millisecond, the statietical probability as 95 percent or more that the seeuences reeresented • the same source - a sound as loud as a gunshot from the grassy knoll. Put alternatively, the probebility that the sounds on the DPD recording were generated by soureee other ,i'ean a sound as loud as a gunshot originating from the .grassy knoll ie 5 percent or less." 

The findings of Weiss and Aschkenasy concerning the specific sounds on the DPD recording are: 

"1. The recording very probably contains the sound of a 
gunshot that was fired from the grassy knoll. The 
probability of this event is computed to be at least 
95 percept.. 

"2. The microphone that picked up the sounds of the 
probable gunshot was on Elm Street and was moving at a speed of about 11 miles per hour in the semi fraction as the motorcade. At the time the probable gunshot was 
fired, the microphone was at a point about 97 feat south of the TSBD aid about 27 feet east of the southwese cor-ner of the building. (For both distances, the 
uncertainty is about plus or minus 1 foot). 



"3. Tim probable gunshot was fired from a point along the east - west line of the wooden stockade fence on the  grassy knoll, about: 8 feet (Plus or minus 5 feat) west of the corner of the fence." 

In testiony in a public haaring before the Committee on Dcicember 29, ,.978, titters L.' listed two additional findin3s t2:11-Lt were not in his report or February, 1979, as follows: 

I. The specified pattern found to be a guns of from the grassy knoll was most likely s'apersonic, and probz,bly fired by a rifle. However, Weiss and Asch%enasv stated in their report that no analysis was made '...of the type of weapon fired." 

2. The weapon fired on the grassy knoll "...would have been fired in a general direction of (President Eennedy's Limousine]." 

Aschkenasv stated at the public hearing on Dee. aber 29, 1978, tha' 	was so sure of their results that "...if :umeone were to tell 	that the motorcycle was not in Deal •' ?laza, and he was in -Fact,.7.1ewhere else, and he was trans..._ ___n from another location...I would ask to be told whce that lccation isi and once told where it is, I would go there, and one thinc; I wo!...:d.  exsact to find is n .rc:plica of Dealcy Plaza at that location. That's the only way ':hat it can come out. 
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FEDERAT_. BUREAU OF INVE.STIGATIO'S (:71,ITIou,73 OF TIP FIN=7,s 
ACOUSTICAL ;,,NALYE S  1-,E1OR',ED BY BOLT BEI-i,;NEK AND 
INC., vly'-'  R. WI':IS--7,  .=2::D EaNITST AS(-Hrr.E,ASv 	.... 

A review of the written finings and 
'oral testimony 

of BBN, ;eiss and Aschkenasy reflects that the following tv,o
,  

basic, underlying premises must both be valid for their findings 
to be accuratez 

1. That the specified impulsive information recorded 

on Channel 1 of the DPD radio system during the 

assassination of PreSident 
Xennedy on November 22, 

1953, must have_ originated in or very.  near Dealey 
Plaza, Dallas, Texas.*  If this prami8e is not true, 

then the information analyzed could not have been 
generated wi thin Dealeyaza, and thus the f

ngs 
of BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy concerning the gun

- 
shots fired during the Presidential assassination 

would be invalid. 

, 

2. That the four specified impulsive patterns identified 

by BBN on the DPD recordin.:7 are qunshot blest;, and 
era not other sounds or electrical )1moul:t:es produced 
internally by the DPD radio syst-L:::. The third 

designated impulse pattern was the only one utilized 

by Weiss and Asch:-zenasy in their analysis. If this 

premise is not true, then the information analyzed 

did not represent gurshots, and thus the findin.7s of 
BEN, Weiss and Aschkanasy concerning the possible 

gunshots fired during the Presidential assassination 

would be invalid. 

There are at least two known acoustical and one non-
acoustical method that could determine whether the your specified 

impulsive patterns on the DPD recording originated from Daaley Plaza, Dallas, Taxes, clur„kng the Presidential assassination on November 22, 1953. If 
it can be s!llown acoustically that the other information on the DPD 

recording just before, during, and just after the pertinez 

time period was eclusively from Dealey Plaza, then there is a vary - 

high probability that the four impulsive patterns also represent 

sounds produced in Dealey Plata. It can also be acoustically Provon 

that the patterns represent sounds from Dealey Plaza if the information 

being analyzed is unique to Dealey Plaza, to the exclusion of all other 

locations within the range of the DPD radio syseem. Ti
e non-acoustical methnd 

reuires oroof from eyewitness testimony _ 

*That is, the impulsive sound must have been loud enough to :nave been 
received within Dealey Plaza. 

" .=...) ` 



The first acoustical method cannot he used to validate 
that the designated impulsive information originated in Dealey 
Plaza, since other sounds during the pertinent portion either: did not 
originate from Dealey Plaza or their origin is unknown. The -I wo reports to the Committee reflect that a carillon bell is hear-d 
aoorox:LnLtly seven seconds after the last gunshot and no known 
carillon .....lis have been located in the vicinity of Dealey Plaza; 
that '...tnere are brief voice signals from other remote trans-
mitters. Sometimes these signals are too faint to be understood,— 
sometimes they are loud but vary distorted, and sometimes they are 
quite intelliaible. These competing transmissions are often, but 
not always, accomoanied by heterodynes, which are tones caused by 
slight differences in frequency among the competing trani7mittars;" 
and that no sounds are heard on the recording that mould reflect 
that the specific information originated in Dealev Plaza, such as 
crowds. cheerinc, recognizable voices, etc. Clearly this method 
does not show that the designated patterns originated from Deelcy 
Plat, and in fact, reflects contrary inforn:ation. 

The second acoustical method utilizing the alleged 
un::aueness of th designated sounds as applied by Weiss and 
Asnhk.nesy, also. cannot validate that the impuluive information 
is fzw:: Dealey Plaza. Weiss and Aschkenasy stated that 'If we 
n:pw as 	that the sound source (the gun) and the listener a7=c1 
locsd in a typics.1 urban environment, with a number of 
randcl:,ly spaced echo-producing structures, it is possible to see 
that the pattern of sounds a listener will hear will b. comple:-: 
and unique for any given oair of gun and listener locations.", 
Other than explaining this statement in - more detail, they do not 
provide any emoirical or theoretical data to prc-.?t this uultd.ceness. 

By locating tha sound source in the general vicinity of 
the grassy knoll and the listener in the approximate locution of 
the motorcycles in the Presidential motorcade, Weiss and Aschkenas: 
than cog,=uted the expected delay times for different echo paths using 
string on the topographical survey map of Dealev Plaza. The echo 
delay times occur because it takes a longer period of time for a 
sound to travel fram the sound, source to a reflecting surface and to 
the listener, than to ilo directly from the sound source to the 
listener. By shifting the sound source and listener locations 
slig:-.t1v, they computed the best match with. the impulsive oatten on 
the D?D recording by maximizing the binary correlation cooffic!ont, 
a stetistioal analysis which eauals 1.0 when two sequences n.etch 
perfectly. In one correlation of the first 50 milliseonds, :.hiss 
and Aschkenasy compared the impulsive pattern of 13 impulse peaks 
on the DPD recording, each with a very wide plus o:: is 	1 
millisecond window, to the 12 compued echo delay tirzes, and found 11 
matching paa:-:s which, according to them, results in a probability of 
95't or baiter that t.h imoulsive pattern on the DPD recording matches 
the predicted echo pattern in Daley .Plaza. In other words, the 



predicted seguence for a gunshot fired on the grassy knoll in 
Dealey Plaza and received by a microphone on a DPD matorcv.c4.0, 
also in Daalev Plaza, matches the designated impulsive seouenoe 
on the DPD recording with a probability of 952.: or better. It is 
noted that the 19 impulse peaks, each with a plus or minus one 
millisecond-w_d window, would result in enpro:,:imatelv 36^illi-seconds. of the 50-millisecond time period being covered by the 
windows of the DPD impulses, since Weiss and Aschkenasy considered 
impulse peaks less than 1 millisecond apart to be part of the same peak. 

In November, 1979, a violent confrontation occurred 
between members of the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi Pam y, and the 
Commluni.:t Workers Party in a residential area of Greonsboro, N. C., 
in whic:', five pecole wore killed (the FBI investigation in th_s 
matter fa being handled under the caption "GREENXIL"). Using 
professional equipment, local TV personnel cr. tho scene filmed and 
video taPad the events as thay hapned, including knc,o:n gtnshots 
and other impulsive sounds that wee not gunshots. One of the 
known gunshots in GREBNRIL we 

ccrooared by FDI acoustical exPerts 
to the alleged third shot on the DPD recording„ using the sa'i:,a cor.:la-i_Lh method advocated by B5N, Weiss and l',.schkenas”. A 	 of 95E. or hettnr was found that this_cunshot in Greensbo7-o, N.  C. in November, 	also rehs.L'hts the i:7,em%?  impulsive pat'7e:-.- 	nn 	CPD 
asesination Ln 	 1963. 

If Weise and Aschkeaas,, had used slightly smaller winde,:s 
of olus or minus 0.9 millisecond instead of 1.0 millisecond windows, 
their binary corralatinn, coefficient would have drooped to 0.54, or a probability of only 41:.; that the sound Pattern on the DPD reobring 
would match the predicted echo sequence from the grass,: knoll; whereas. 
the plus or minus 0.9 :cellisecond windows would have resulted in the 
same 95% or better probability for the gunshot in the Greensboro, N. C. c
atching the impulsive t.attArn on the DPD recording. In other words, 

using the 0.9 millisecond windows and the binary correlation method 
advocated by BBN, W6iSS, and Aschknasy, the bunshot in 1979 in 
Greensboro, n. C.-tad a much higher probability of m..:ltihing the 
designated pattern regbrded on the DPD recording than the predicted 

-echo patt.?rn of a gunshot from the grassy 	in Dealev Plaza. 

	

,t.schkensy stated 	his oral testimytht. if another 
sound pattern was found that matched the desic,;nated pattern on the 

cording, he "...would expect to _- eplica of Deall,y at that locution_ That's the only way 	it can 	c)tio." 
Dealey Plaza is an urban area with cm.::11 parks, tell Unildings 

a number of intersecting wid s,tr-:As; whereas, the rasintil 
area in Greensboro, N. C. has two narrow stree'ts meeting in 	T" intersection, on 	and ti4o-story buildings, and Small residen1 lOts 

fence:;. The residential area in Greensboro, N. C. Is Ce;:initoly not a replica of Doalcy Plaza. 



The analysis in the GREENKIL investigation cle..rly 
the uniqueness assumption, as applied by BBN, Weiss and Aschknasy, to show that the impulsive patterns originated in Dealev Plaza. The 
unplanned occurrence of a gunshot in a residential section of. 
Greensboro, N. C. 16 years after the Kennedy assassinction produces 
an excellent match, using the binary correlation metho:1 employed by BEN, Weiss and Aschkenazy, with the designated pattern on the DPD recording that is allegedly the gunshot from the grassy knoll. It is trobable then to expect that many of the urban areas within range of the DPD recording system could croduce numerous sets of sound sources and microphone locations that wo,:ld have a very high correlation when compared with the patterns on the DPD recording. 

A third, nonacoustical method to determine that the 
information came from Dealey Plaza is by eyewitnesses who can 
testify t: :at a DPD motorcycle microphone was "stuck 	in Dealay Plaza on channel 1 and that the information from this 
particular micrcohone was being received and exclusivelv recorded at DPD Headquarters. No conclusive testimony to suo:,rt this 
eyewitness method was presented to the Committee. 

Therefore, BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy did not prove that the information on the DPD recording during the Presidential 
assassination on November 22, 1063, originated in or very near Dealcy Plaza, Dallas, Tenas. 



To prove that a particular sound is a gunshot blast, some 
unicue characteristics must be found that differentiates a gunshot 
blest from othee sounds, especially ones that are impulsivee- Weiss 
and Aschkenasv stated in their written report that "the most effective 
and most reliable" characteristic to determine if a sound is a gunshot 
and not some other like sound "is the sequence of delay times of the 
muzzle-blast echoes." However, in contradiction of their written 
report, W2iSS in oral testimony before the Committee on December 29, 
1978, stated that "...not so much the echo pattern as the evidence of 
a fsupersonic] shock wave..." would differentiate a gunshot from 
other impulsive sounds. Again contradicting themselves, Weiss and 
Asehkeenasy stated in their written renore that they made no serious 
exazination to determine if there was a shock wave present before 
the desigaeted third pattern on the DPD recording. It is not 
possible to determine from the above which method, if any, Weiss 

Ascnenasy used to determine if an impulsive pattern represents 
a gunshot blast. 

If Weiss and Aschkenasy used "...the sequence of delay 
times" as "the most effective and most reliable" characteristic to 
determine if an impulsive sound is a gunshot, then their theory  
ails. Ficure 1 shows a known gunshot pattern and figures 2 and 3 

show patterns frem other impulsive-to'p'e sounds in the GREENKIL 
investigation, all with a set of delay echoes; therefore this 
empirical data reslacts that other impulsive sounds also produce 
echoes off buildings, vehicles, etc. Scientific literature also 
reflects that all sounds, especially impulsive, produce diffractions 
and reflections or echoes off hard surfaces. 

Weiss and Asehkenesl. used the presence of a "shock wave" 
as the best characteristic to determine if an impulsive sound is a 
gunshot, then their theory again fails. Analysis in the GREENKIL 
examination determined that to detect a shock wave accurately is very 
difficult., even ender high auality forensic conditions, sinc. she 
shock wave itself oaoduces a set of delay echoes which combine and 
change many of the characteristics of the muzzle blast sound signal. 
Under the poor conditions encountered on the DPD recording, making 
any statements condernIng the shock wave would be extremely 
questionable. This may be why Weiss and Aschkenasy decided not to 
comment on the possible presence of a shock wave in their written 
repert. Dr. Barger, in his oral testimony before the Cce=jetee on 
December 29, 1973, stated that there is a 75- to 8,U. chance that L. 
shock wave exists before the distorted waveform -5,1:=::.ned by Weiss 
and Aschkeeasy on the DPD recording. Again the jii.eLeeted waveform 
examined on the DPD recording cannot support e%ee this lewer 
percentage estimate. 



Figura 1. Waveform of a gunshot blast in GREENK_CL. 

Figure 2, Waveform of a stick hittin,i,  an .object in GREENKIL. 
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Figut-o 3. T..."avefor.ui of a stick hitting an object in GREINKTL. 
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:11.7:re is no proof provided by Ell'n;, Wel.s  an2, Aschk,,.nasy that the tour oatterns on the DPD recording repre3ent gunshct bLasts and not some other sounds cr electrical impulses ;roduced internally by the D.PD radio syster2. 

Since both necessary premises were not prove:. by EBN, Weiss and Aschkenasv, then their findings must be considered 
invalid. They neither croved that the impulses on the DPD 
recording ware ge:.erated within Dealey Plza ncr that they were the sounds of gunshots. Therefore, the Co=ittee's finding that "scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high probability that two gunmen fired at President John F. Kennedy" is also invalid. 



....„.........,......  ....„„.......„,.................,.............,...„.„„„.„.... 
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Numerous other problem areas and inconsistencies were 
noted in the reports of BBT and Weiss and Aschkenasy, including 
the following: 

1. Weiss and Aschkenasy stated on page 14 of thei 
written report that "Impulse peaks that are less than 1 milli-
second a= art are considered to be part of the same impulse." 
However, in Table 4 on page 27 of their report they listed 
separate impulses at 19.3 and 20.1 milliseconds, which are only 
0.9 milliseconds apart. 

2. Figure 10 on page 76 of the 32N report reflects the 
considerable convolutional change that occurs to the sound of a 
gunshot blast transmitted and recorded by a police radio system 
similar to the one used by the DPD in 1963. This considerable 
chaeee in the sound pattern is such that accurate analysis of any 
imeulsive sounds produced by this system would be very difficult. 

3. No known microscopic examination of the original 
DPD Dictebelt has been conducted to determine if any of the 
patterns analyzed may have been caused by surface imperfections 
on the Dictabelt and then distorted by the equipment's poor 
amplification svetem. 

4. BBN eliminated a number of possibly useful impulsive 
pail erns because they nresupposed that gunshots originatine on the. 
grass,/ keel]. and in the TSBD were aimed at President Kennedy and 
that these gunshot sounds  were transmitted by a DPD motorcycle 
microphone located in the Presidential motorcade. One pattern was. 
not further analyzed because it would represent a guneot "...fired 
in a direction opposite to that of the logical target." Another 
pattere was eliminated "...because it occurred only 1.05 sec later 
than earlier correlations also obtained froel the TSDD. The rifle 
cannot be fired that rapidly." BEN did not consider whether a 
second gunman could have been at the same location. Four impulsive 
patterns were eliminated because the specified motorcycle would 
probably be traveling too fast to be in the motorcade; however, the 
imoulse could have been received by another motorcycle with an open 
microphone or in Aot)Ler part of the city. In other words, six 
oahee gunshots may have occurred in Dealev Plaza, according to the 
Be:; analysis, though not necessarily aimed at President Kennedy or 
received by the specified motorcycle. 

5. Weiss and Aschkenasy, after determining that the 
error range for temperature and recorder speed variation; was minus 
3.3% to minus 7.0'1, stated that a minus 4.3 correction "gave the best 
match, are, we therefore, used that fector." Rigorous scientific 
research would not allow adjusting the error factor to make the 
best fit with the presueposed positions of a sound source and a 
listener. 
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V. 	 TO DE ?.TNT OF JUSTICE REOUESTS OF .NDVEMEER 8, 1979  

By letter dated November 3, 197, from Robert L. Keuoh, 
Special Counsel to the Attorney General, to the DireCtor. FBI;-and 
captioned "Report of the Select Committee on Assassinations," the 
follawinc rEquests 	re made of the FBI's Technical Services Divisien. 

1. Provide any information concerning the theory and 
application of acoustical principles as they relate to the analysis 
of the DPD tape. 

2. Advise whether further scientific tests and analyses 
should be conducted of the DPD recording 	If further analyses 

recommaLded, advise who should conduct the examinations. 

0 I 	 3. Provide any additioal recommendations that are 
pertinent a the acoustical examinations. 

Laotians ZI, III, and IV of this review set forth a 
summary of the acouiAical reports of BBN and Weiss and Aschkanasy, 
and a critique of their reports. The critique reflects that thoee 
acoustical reports failed to scientifically prove the location Cr even 
the existence of any gunshots on the DPD recording made during the 
assa.-Jsinatich of President Kennedy. •The critique also lists a number 
of oth,r major faults in the acoustical reports of ISBN and V,AS5 and 
Aashknasv; however, to list and docunent all of the numerous errors 
found would require a considerable amount of time beyond that cros...11 
available to Technical Services Division personnel. 

Visual examination of the waveforms displayed in the 
acoustAcel reports reflect that they are of very Poor quality, 
probably due to the limited quality of the transmitting, receiving, 
and recording facilities of the DPD radio system. Due to this poor 
auslity, at is considered highly unlikely that any valid scientific 
conclusions would he reached as to the exact nature of the designated 
impulsive patterns recorded on the DPD Dictabelt or their sources. 

If the DeZtrtipnt or justice (DOJ) decides that a 
tharo 	examination shbuld be conducted of the DPD recording, 
even with the high probability that no valid conclusions could be 
reached, then the choices are very restricted. The organiz. 
or idePenf.ent consultant conducting such an examination MUSE :lave 
considerable knowledge and the appropriaLe experionee in the fields 
of f:,7ensio acoustics, especially as it relates to gunshot blasts; 
forensic signal analysis; tape recorder and micro Phone theory; 
radio c...o=,anication5, RF propagation, receivers and antennas; forensic 
firu7.rs -.nd ballistics; digital signal processing; and statistical 

The organization or consultant would also need a high 
processing system, a complete forensic acoutics 

lahsritory a firear.7„s test- range, and appropriate radio equi22Ant, 
tape rccorrs, microphua, and digital waveform analyis equipment. 

- 



The FBI's Signal Analysis Unit, in the Engnering Section 
of the Teclnical Services Division has been involved on a full-tine 
basis in the fields of forensic acoustics, signal analysis, ballistics, 
and engineering for a number of years. FBI acoustical experts have 
exaT.inod and analyzed a nuJ.aber of recordings containing gunshots and 
other im.):1.1sive-type sounds. In the GREBNKIL investigation, the 
acousticsaly exaMined over 100 impulsive-type sounds that had been 
recorde2 en site in Greensboro, N. C., with professional recording 

m equipent. The examinaLion determined that 39 gunshots had been 
fired and specified the location of each gunshot fired by members of 
the Ku ]].% Klan, the Nazi l'ertv, and Communist Wca-kers Party. This 
exanati,:h took approximately one ana one half man-years and the 
results w._:ze presented in criminal court in Greensboro, N. C., in 
Seritember, 1980, by an FBI acoustical expert. The FBI has the 
necessary expertise, but a full scale examination of the acoustic 
evidence, including additional tests, if needed, in Dealuy Plaza, 
would be a tremendous undertaking, especially considering the 
probable inconclusive results. It would take at least two to three 
years, recuire 10 - 12 man-years of work, comet in excess of $1,000,000 
for trav,:l and specialized equirment and require a rum:`' e.r of new 
personnel to be assigned to the Signal Analysis Unit of the Engineering 
Section to replace the experts that would be. involved on the project. 

Mle to the v-ary limited dualit'l of the DPD Dictabeit 
., and thc remrte possibility that furth= scietific res:. 	%.7)1d, product: %-.711id results, no additif,nal 

- at L'ais 
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